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INTRODUCTION

In a representative democracy, voting is the highest act of political self-

expression. It is how Pennsylvanians give voice to their deepest convictions about

the laws under which we all must live and the policies that shape our nation.

Under our system of government, the core way that Pennsylvanians translate their

views into law is by electing candidates who share those views. But in a partisan

gerrymander, the government manipulates the boundaries of legislative districts to

prevent voters of one party from electing candidates of their choice, diminishing

those voters’ political voice. This practice strikes at the foundation of

representative democracy. And it violates the Pennsylvania Constitution.

Pennsylvania’s congressional districting map is among the most extreme

partisan gerrymanders in American history. In 2011, acting in secret, Republicans

in the General Assembly drew a map designed to maximize the political advantage

of Republicans and diminish the representational rights of Democratic voters.

They deliberately sorted Democratic voters into particular districts on the basis of

their political views and their votes. They sought to predetermine the outcome of

congressional elections for a decade.

The 2011 map “packed” Democratic voters into five overwhelmingly

Democratic districts. It “cracked” the remaining Democratic voters, spreading

them across the other 13 districts while ensuring a reliable majority of Republican
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voters in each. And it worked: Without fail, the 2011 map has given Republicans

13 of 18 seats—the same 13 seats—in all three congressional elections in which

the map has been used. These results held even when Democratic candidates won

a majority of votes statewide. The map is impervious to the will of voters.

Petitioners’ experts established that, by a host of mathematical and statistical

measures, the 2011 map’s extreme partisan bias is an outlier that could only be the

product of partisan intent. But it doesn’t take an expert to see this map for what it

is. The districts are ridiculous. The 12th District resembles the Boot of Italy. The

6th could be mistaken for the State of Florida with a longer and more jagged

Panhandle. And the 7th has been dubbed “Goofy kicking Donald Duck.” The map

is a mockery of representative government in plain view for all the nation to see.

Worse, the map rips apart Pennsylvania’s communities to an unprecedented

degree. It carves the Democratic stronghold of Reading out of Berks County and

appends it via a narrow land bridge to the reliably Republican 16th District. It

splits the Democratic voters of Erie, Harrisburg, and the Lehigh Valley between

several Republican districts to deny these voters an opportunity to win any district.

And it excises Democratic river communities from the 12th District and packs

them into 14th by extending a tentacle up the Allegheny River. Respondents

offered no non-partisan explanation for the map’s myriad anomalies.
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The 2011 map violates the Pennsylvania Constitution. Under the Free

Expression and Free Association Clauses, the government cannot discriminate or

retaliate against protected political expression and association. That is exactly

what the map does. It deliberately places Democratic voters into particular

districts to minimize their electoral and political influence, impermissibly

burdening their expressive conduct on the basis of their political views. The map

independently violates Pennsylvania’s equal protection guarantees by intentionally

and successfully discriminating against Democratic voters. These are judicially

manageable standards that courts routinely apply.

The Commonwealth Court did not deny that the map discriminates against

Democratic voters based on their political views—the court in fact found that the

map “was intentionally drawn so as to give Republican candidates an advantage.”

But the court suggested that, unlike in any other context, such discrimination is

permissible in redistricting. The court reasoned that mapmakers have long sought

partisan advantage in drawing districts. But a historical pedigree is no reason to

perpetuate invidious discrimination. For centuries, politicians handed out

government jobs based on politics, until courts prohibited it. Mapmakers devalued

votes by creating districts of unequal population, until courts prohibited it. And

legislatures engaged in racial gerrymandering, until courts prohibited that too.

Pennsylvania’s Constitution doesn’t have a grandfather clause for discrimination.
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There is no other context in which courts ask “how much discrimination is

too much,” as the Commonwealth Court did. Any discrimination on the basis of

viewpoint is too much. Sorting citizens into legislative districts based on their

political views serves no good purpose and offers no societal benefit. It furthers no

legitimate interest. Although the U.S. Supreme Court has been unwilling thus far

to stop partisan gerrymandering, this Court should. Pennsylvania’s constitutional

protections for free expression are broader than the First Amendment.

“Pennsylvania citizens should not have the contours of their fundamental rights

under our charter rendered uncertain, unknowable, or changeable, while the U.S.

Supreme Court struggles to articulate a standard to govern a similar federal

question.” Pap’s A.M. v. City of Erie (“Pap’s II”), 812 A.2d 591, 611 (Pa. 2002).

In any event, the 2011 map falls on the wrong side of any conceivable line

distinguishing unconstitutional gerrymandering from purportedly permissible

partisanship. The evidence of its extreme partisan intent and effect is damning and

incontrovertible. No map in Pennsylvania’s history has come close. The map

denies millions of Pennsylvanians the opportunity to elect candidates who will

represent their views and focus on their communities. Partisan gerrymandering is

undermining people’s trust and confidence in government. And it needs to stop.

This Court should declare that the 2011 map violates the Pennsylvania

Constitution and enjoin its further use.
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

On November 9, 2017, this Court assumed original plenary jurisdiction over

this matter pursuant to 42 Pa. C.S. § 726.

ORDER IN QUESTION

This is an original jurisdiction matter. The Commonwealth Court submitted

Recommended Findings of Fact (“FOF”) and Conclusions of Law (“COL”) on

December 29, 2017 (Attachment A). This Court should reverse the

Commonwealth Court’s dismissal of the League of Women Voters of

Pennsylvania as a Petitioner (Attachment B), and its rulings on legislative privilege

(Attachment C and oral rulings at trial).

SCOPE AND STANDARD OF REVIEW

The scope of review is plenary, and the standard is de novo. Erfer v.

Commonwealth, 794 A.2d 325, 329 (Pa. 2002).

QUESTION INVOLVED

Whether Pennsylvania’s 2011 congressional districting map, which

discriminates against Democratic voters by sorting them into districts based on

their political views, violates the free expression, free association, and equal

protection provisions of the Pennsylvania Constitution.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Pennsylvania’s 2011 Congressional Districting Map Was Created
in Secret and Enacted in a Highly Unusual and Partisan Manner

In the 2010 elections, Republicans picked up 11 seats to take control of the

Pennsylvania House, retained control of the Senate, and won the governorship.

FOF ¶¶89-92. This gave Republicans exclusive control over Pennsylvania’s

congressional redistricting following the 2010 census.

Republicans in the General Assembly set to work redrawing the

congressional map—in secret—to entrench Republican dominance in

Pennsylvania’s congressional delegation for the next decade. FOF ¶¶97-128.

Senate Bill 1249, which Republican Senate leaders introduced on September 14,

2011, started as an empty shell—it contained no map or details. FOF ¶¶98-101.

Instead, the bill described each district as follows: “The [Number] District is

composed of a portion of this Commonwealth.” Id. The same was true at the bill’s

second reading. FOF ¶¶102-03.

On the morning of December 14, 2011, Republicans amended the bill to add,

for the first time, actual descriptions of the new districts. FOF ¶¶104, 126(b).

Democrats immediately decried the map’s partisan bent and Republicans’ lack of

transparency. “[W]e have a map that not one Democrat had anything to do with on

this side of the aisle.” 2011 S. Leg. J. 195-74, at 1409-10 (Pa. 2011); see FOF

¶¶107, 125-28.
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Republican Senators suspended the ordinary rules of procedure to rush the

bill through. FOF ¶¶126(c), 126(d). Later the same day, just hours after the new

districts were revealed, the Senate passed SB 1249 by a vote of 26-24. FOF ¶109.

No Democratic Senator voted for it. FOF ¶110.

Just days later, on December 15 and 19-20, 2011, the Pennsylvania House of

Representatives considered SB 1249. FOF ¶¶113-16. Democratic representatives

denounced the map as a “cynical attempt to institutionalize a Republican majority

of congressional seats in Pennsylvania,” and “the worst case of gerrymandering in

Pennsylvania in living memory.” 2011 H. Leg. J. 195-88, at 2730-33 (Pa. 2011).

On December 20, 2011, the House passed SB 1249 by a vote of 136-61, and

Governor Corbett signed the bill into law two days later, as Act 131 of 2011. FOF

¶¶117, 121-23. Of the 36 House Democrats who voted for SB 1249, at least 33

represented legislative districts that were part of the map’s five “packed”

Democratic congressional districts, FOF ¶¶119, 185, meaning the Democrats who

represented them would enjoy “safe” seats, PX178 at 62; PX179 at 47:3-49:12.

Although Legislative Respondents fought to conceal how the 2011 map was

drawn, the court in a federal lawsuit challenging the map ordered production of the

“facts and data considered in creating the 2011 Plan.” Order ¶2, Agre v. Wolf, No.

2:17-cv-4392, ECF No. 76 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 9, 2017). In response, Speaker Turzai

produced 13 shapefiles showing that the mapmakers used past election results to
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measure the partisan performance of every precinct, municipality, and county in

Pennsylvania. PX1 at 38-41 (Chen Report); Tr.301:11-302:19; 308:1-309.1 These

files contain election results for each precinct, municipality, and county for every

statewide, legislative, and congressional election in Pennsylvania between 2004

and 2010. PX1 at 38-41; Tr.299:10-309:21. The files then use these election

results to calculate ten different partisanship scores for each precinct, municipality,

and county—with higher scores for Republican-leaning areas and lower scores for

Democratic-leaning areas. Id. These partisan indices represented a significant

effort to predict the partisan voting preferences of voters in potential new districts.

PX1 at 39-41.

Speaker Turzai also produced draft maps showing XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX PX140.2

1 The Commonwealth Court permitted Petitioners’ expert Dr. Jowei Chen to testify
about his analysis of the shapefiles, FOF ¶307, but erroneously refused to admit the
files themselves into evidence. Infra n.7.
2 The Commonwealth Court declined to admit this document, but transmitted it to
this Court under seal. Tr.1061:6-15. The court ruled that, even though the
document was admitted and discussed extensively at the federal trial, Petitioners
had not laid a sufficient foundation for its admission here. This was error. There
is no dispute as to the document’s authenticity, the document is an admission of a
party-opponent, and its contents speak for themselves. Tr.1046:2-1057:23.
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B. The 2011 Map Packs and Cracks Democratic Voters, Creating
Contorted Districts and Dividing Communities

Petitioners’ expert Dr. John J. Kennedy, an expert in Pennsylvania’s political

geography, explained how the 2011 map “packed” Democratic voters into five

districts that Democrats would win by overwhelming margins, and “cracked” the

remaining Democratic voters by spreading them across 13 other districts that

would be reliably Republican. PX53; Tr.579:18-644:15; FOF ¶¶313-39. Dr.

Kennedy further explained how this packing and cracking results in bizarre

districts that rip apart Pennsylvania’s communities. Id. The Commonwealth Court

found Dr. Kennedy’s testimony credible. FOF ¶339. His report describes the

packing and cracking in all 18 districts. PX53. We discuss a few below.

Pennsylvania’s 7th District is widely known as “one of the most

gerrymandered districts in the country,” earning the moniker “Goofy Kicking

Donald Duck.” FOF ¶323; Tr.598:25-599:22. Historically based in Delaware

County, the 7th District now fans out in two divided branches, snaking through

Montgomery County to the northeast and Berks and Lancaster Counties to the

west. PX53 at 30; Tr.599:11-25. In all, the district splits five counties and 26

municipalities. FOF ¶¶136, 323; PX53 at 30.

Over the past half century, the 7th District has devolved from a highly

compact district to its ridiculously contorted shape today:
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JX24.

The 7th District is barely contiguous. At the point where its eastern and

western halves connect, it is the width of a medical facility. FOF ¶323; PX53 at

32. This narrow passage avoids the Democratic-leaning municipalities of

Downingtown and Exton to the north and Coatesville to the south, splitting

Democratic voters there from their communities and moving them into the

Republican 16th and 6th Districts. PX53 at 32. In the 7th District’s northeast half,

the only point of contiguity is the restaurant Creed’s Seafood & Steaks. FOF ¶323;

PX81; Tr.602:16-20. Northeast of this point is the Democratic-leaning area of

Upper Merion, which is cut out of the 7th District and placed into the packed

Democratic 13th District. PX53 at 31.

There is a gap in the 7th District’s southeastern portion that splits the heavily

Democratic City of Chester and cuts out deep-blue Swarthmore. FOF ¶322;
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Tr.605:19-608:15; PX53 at 20. These voters are packed into the southwestern

portion of the heavily Democratic 1st District. Id.
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The 6th District is nearly as absurd as the 7th. It begins in Chester County

but extends northward into Montgomery County, before jetting west to include

parts of Berks and Lebanon Counties. FOF ¶324; Tr.616:2-617:17; PX53 at 28-29.

It spans multiple communities but contains only pieces of each, resembling Florida

“with a more jagged and elongated panhandle.” Id.

A small incision in the 6th District’s northwestern portion carves out the

Democratic stronghold of Reading, splitting it from the rest of Berks County, even
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though Reading is the county seat. Id. Reading is instead grouped with far-flung

communities in the Republican 16th District via a narrow isthmus that at one point

is the width of a mulch store and a service center. FOF ¶325; PX53 at 50-52;

Tr.618:12-620:6.
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The 16th District also cracks the predominantly Democratic voters in the

Coatesville area, in the 16th District’s southeastern appendage, removing them

from the 6th District. FOF ¶325; Tr.618:18-622:10. This cracking of Democratic

voters in Reading and Coatesville places them into a heavily Republican district

that they have no chance of influencing. Id.

The 3rd District likewise divides communities to disadvantage Democratic

voters. Erie County was undivided throughout Pennsylvania’s modern history
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until the 2011 map split it, cracking its Democratic voters between the Republican

3rd and 5th Districts. FOF ¶320; PX53 at 23, 27; Tr.591:1-598:5.

The 15th District historically was a Lehigh Valley-based district; from 1971

until 2011, Northampton and Lehigh Counties were substantially together and

undivided. FOF ¶¶326-28; Tr.623:15-625:9; PX53 at 47-48, 54. But the 2011

map moves the mostly Democratic voters residing in Northampton County’s seat

(Easton) and largest city (Bethlehem) from the 15th District into the packed
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Democratic 17th District. Id. The 2011 map thus carves up the distinctive

community of the Lehigh Valley to dilute Democratic voters. Id.
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The 2011 map also splits Harrisburg, cracking its Democratic voters

between the Republican 4th and 11th Districts. FOF ¶330; PX53 at 25; Tr.631:1-

632:8.
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To create the current 12th District, the map merged the previous 4th and

12th districts, which had been represented by Democrats Jason Altmire and Mark

Critz. FOF ¶333. To accomplish this pairing, the 12th District stretches over 120

miles from the Ohio and West Virginia border across Lawrence, Beaver,

Allegheny, and Westmoreland Counties, before jetting outward in Cambria and

Somerset Counties. FOF ¶142, 333; PX53 at 42. In this new district, Critz

defeated Altmire in the 2012 Democratic primary, before losing to the Republican
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candidate in the general election—a two-seat swing for Republicans. FOF ¶¶179-

80; PX53 at 42.

Critz’s loss was made more probable by the anomalous, tentacle-shaped gap

in the 12th District that runs northeast of Pittsburgh along the Allegheny River.

FOF ¶334; Tr.633:18-636:14; PX53 at 45. This tentacle encompasses Democratic

river communities, moving them from the 12th District into the already heavily-

Democratic 14th District. Id.
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As Dr. Kennedy explained, the 2011 map splits 28 of Pennsylvania’s 67

counties, and 68 municipalities. PX56; FOF ¶¶149-51. In contrast, the 1990s map

split just 19 counties and 14 municipalities. Id. The 2011 map also splits an

unprecedented 19 census blocks, more than triple the 2002 map and more than six

times the 1990s map. FOF ¶¶150, 336; PX57; Tr.642:15-19.

The 2011 map splits some counties across so many different districts that

there is no realistic prospect of effective representation. PX53 at 5-6, 16-19.
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Montgomery County is splintered between five districts—and none of those five

congressmen resides in Montgomery County. FOF ¶337; Tr.643:20-644:4; PX53

at 17. Berks and Westmoreland Counties are each split across four districts. Id.

Dr. Kennedy explained that partisan intent was the only explanation for the

packing and cracking of Democratic voters. Tr.579:22-580:1, 591:12-20, 621:15-

636:14; PX53 at 6, 23-29, 47-50, 54. Legislative Respondents offered no rebuttal,

nor any non-partisan explanation for the many anomalies and community splits Dr.

Kennedy identified.

C. The 2011 Map Produced a Durable 13-Seat Republican Majority

In each of the three congressional elections under the 2011 map, Republican

candidates have won 13 of Pennsylvania’s 18 congressional seats—the same 13

seats each time. FOF ¶¶185, 192, 198.

In 2012, Republicans won a minority of the total statewide vote (49%), but

still won 13 of 18 seats (72%). FOF ¶¶183-85. The distribution of votes across

districts reveals how this occurred. Democrats won lopsided victories in the five

“packed” districts, with an average vote share of 76.4%. FOF ¶185. Republicans

won their 13 “cracked” districts with a closer—but still comfortable—average vote

share of 59.5%. Id.

To win a majority of the seats in 2012, Democrats would have needed to win

a striking 58% of the statewide congressional vote. PX35 at 13; Tr.896:24-897:25;
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PX-41. If Democrats had won 57% of the statewide vote, they would have won

only six seats (33%). Tr.897:17-898:8.

In 2014 and 2016, Republicans won 55.5% and 54.1% of the statewide vote

and won the same 13 seats (72%). FOF ¶¶188-89, 192-95, 198-201. That

Republicans gained no additional seats in 2014 and 2016 compared to 2012,

despite winning five to six percentage points more of the statewide vote,

demonstrates the durability of the 13-5 Republican split. Id.

In 2014 and 2016, as in 2012, the margin of victory in Democratic districts

was far larger than in Republican districts. The average vote shares for winning

Democratic candidates in 2014 and 2016 were 73.6% and 75.2%, compared to

63.4% and 61.8% for winning Republican candidates. FOF ¶¶192, 198.

D. Mathematical and Statistical Measures Establish That the 2011
Map Discriminates Against Democratic Voters

Petitioners’ other three experts presented multiple statistical measures and

models that each independently support the conclusion that the 2011 map

intentionally and effectively disadvantages Democratic voters.

1. Dr. Chen Established That Partisan Intent Predominated in
Drawing the 2011 Map, Flipping Up to Five Seats

Petitioners’ expert Dr. Jowei Chen analyzed the partisan intent and effects of

the 2011 plan by using a computer algorithm to create simulated districting plans

that adhere to traditional districting criteria. FOF ¶¶238-47; Tr.166:1-8. He
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concluded with over 99.9% statistical certainty that the 2011 plan’s 13-5

Republican advantage would never have emerged from a districting process that

adhered to traditional principles. Tr.203:14-204:2. Dr. Chen thus concluded that

extreme partisan intent predominated over, and subordinated, traditional districting

principles in the 2011 plan. FOF ¶268. As a result, Republicans have won 4-5

more seats under the 2011 plan than they would have under a plan that followed

only traditional principles. FOF ¶267; Tr.204:16-205:6.

The Commonwealth Court found that Dr. Chen’s testimony was credible and

“established that the General Assembly included factors other than nonpartisan

traditional districting criteria in creating the 2011 plan in order to increase the

number of Republican-leaning Congressional voting districts.” FOF ¶¶308-09.3

Dr. Chen simulated 1,000 total plans. In Simulation Set 1, he randomly

generated 500 plans that follow the traditional districting principles of equal

population, contiguity, minimizing county splits, minimizing municipality splits,

and compactness. FOF ¶¶243-52; Tr.166:25-168:23; PX1 at 7-8. While the

enacted plan splits 28 counties, the 500 Set 1 plans split between 11 and 16

counties. FOF ¶255. The enacted plan’s splitting of 28 counties could not have

emerged from a districting process that prioritized traditional criteria. PX1 at 17.

3 Other courts likewise have accepted Dr. Chen’s simulation methodology as
reliable and persuasive. Raleigh Wake Citizens Ass’n v. Wake Cty. Bd. of
Elections, 827 F.3d 333, 344-45 (4th Cir. 2016); City of Greensboro v. Guilford
Cty. Bd. of Elections, 251 F. Supp. 3d 935, 943-48 (M.D.N.C. 2017).
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Similarly, while the enacted plan splits 68 municipalities, the Set 1 plans split only

40 to 58 municipalities. FOF ¶256.

PX4.

Using standard measures of compactness, the districts in all 500 Set 1 plans

are far more compact than the enacted plan. FOF ¶¶253, 258.
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PX5.

Based on a prediction methodology that the Commonwealth Court accepted

as accurate and reliable, FOF ¶¶262-63, 409, Dr. Chen concluded that the Set 1

plans produced 7 to 10 Republican districts, FOF ¶264. A majority of those 500

plans produce nine Republican districts—an even 9-9 split. PX1 at 15-16;

Tr.199:2-200:24. Most of the remaining plans produce eight Republican
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districts—a 10-8 Democratic advantage. Id. None produces 13 Republican

districts, or even 12 or 11. FOF ¶264.4

PX6.

4 Dr. Chen estimated the partisan outcome of his simulated districts based on actual
voting results in the set of precincts that comprise a simulated district. FOF ¶¶259-
62; Tr.184:22-198:22. He used the results of the six statewide elections in
Pennsylvania in 2008 and 2010. Id.
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This analysis underpinned Dr. Chen’s conclusion that partisan intent

predominated in the creation of the 2011 plan, resulting in 4-5 additional

Republican seats. Tr.204:16-205:6; FOF ¶267.

Dr. Chen also determined that the 2011 plan’s partisan bias could not be

explained by an effort to protect incumbents. In Simulation Set 2, Dr. Chen

randomly generated 500 more plans following the same traditional districting

criteria plus avoiding pairing 17 of the 19 incumbents at the time of the 2011

redistricting. FOF ¶¶244-46. Every Set 2 plan splits fewer counties and

municipalities, and is more compact, than the enacted plan. FOF ¶¶286-89;

Tr.215:7-220:2; PX1 at 24-26. Based on Dr. Chen’s prediction methodology, the

most common outcomes in Set 2 plans were 9 or 10 Republican districts. PX1 at

27-28; Tr.221:21-222:15. Not a single Set 2 plan produced 13 Republican

districts. FOF ¶290.

Dr. Chen’s testimony also established that the 2011 plan’s pairing of

Democrats Jason Altmire and Mark Critz in the same district was itself partisan.

None of the 500 random, non-partisan plans in Set 2 pairs Altmire and Critz,

because they lived nowhere near each other. FOF ¶¶296-97; PX1 at 30-31;

Tr.225:19-227:14.

Nor can the 2011 plan’s partisan bias be explained by Pennsylvania’s

political geography, meaning the geographic locations of Republican and
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Democratic voters. Tr.251:16-256:24. Dr. Chen’s simulations capture any

Republican advantage attributable to clustering of Democratic voters in large

cities. FOF ¶247; PX1 at 5-6; Tr.253:7-19. Employing a standard measure known

as the “mean-median gap,” Dr. Chen demonstrated that, while Republicans have a

small natural advantage due to clustering of Democratic voters, geography cannot

explain the 2011 plan’s extreme Republican bias, FOF ¶¶269, 277; PX1 at 21-22,

29-30; Tr.256:25-264:17.

Dr. Chen also concluded that the 2011 plan’s partisan bias directly prevented

specific Petitioners from electing candidates of their choice. Four Petitioners (Lisa

Isaacs, Thomas Ulrich, Beth Lawn, and Robert Smith) who currently reside in

Republican districts would be in a Democratic district in a majority or even an

overwhelming majority, of the 1,000 simulated non-partisan plans. Tr.268:21-

280:19; PX18; PX1 at 35-38. Isaacs would be in a Democratic district in over 99%

of all 1,000 simulated plans, and Ulrich would be in a Democratic district in over

99% of Set 1 plans and 90% of Set 2 plans. Id.

Dr. Chen’s testimony separately established that Democratic voters in

Pennsylvania are an identifiable group. He analyzed Pennsylvania elections results

over the last 10 years and found a nearly perfect correlation (90-95%) in the level

of support for Democratic candidates across elections. Tr.310:10-311:12. Given

this correlation, it is “very easy” to identify particular geographic units, all the way
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down to the precinct level, that are likely to vote for Democratic candidates in

future elections. Tr.315:6-317:15.

2. Dr. Pegden Established That the Map Was Carefully
Crafted to Ensure a Republican Advantage

Dr. Wesley Pegden, a mathematician at Carnegie Mellon University,

testified as an expert in mathematical probability. FOF ¶¶342-43. Using an

algorithm that generates hundreds of billions of maps, Dr. Pegden demonstrated to

a mathematical certainty that the 2011 map was created with partisan

intent. PX117 at 1-2; Tr.1384:22-1385:4, 1385:23-1386:12. He showed that the

map is so carefully engineered to advantage Republicans that making miniscule

random changes to the district boundaries immediately causes the map’s partisan

bias to evaporate. FOF ¶¶358-59. The Commonwealth Court found Dr. Pegden’s

testimony credible. FOF ¶360.

Dr. Pegden’s algorithm takes the enacted map as a starting point and makes

tiny random changes to the district boundaries. FOF ¶¶347, 350; Tr.725:10-

738:18, 762:1-762:23; PX117 at 4. The intuition—and mathematics—behind this

methodology is that, if the 2011 map was not intentionally drawn to maximize a

Republican advantage, then making small random changes would not significantly

decrease the map’s Republican bias. FOF ¶¶345, 354-56. Dr. Pegden ran his

algorithm eight times, each with a different set of constraints. In all runs, he

required each map produced by the algorithm to have contiguous districts that are
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roughly equal in population and at least as compact as the 2011 map. Tr.726:5-

728:14, 742:15-745:19; PX117 at 3-4, 9-10. In some runs, he avoided splitting

counties not split under the 2011 map, or kept the 2nd District intact. Id.

In all eight runs, the 2011 map’s Republican bias evaporated when these tiny

random changes were made. FOF ¶¶354-56. After running for just one second,

the algorithm never again encountered a districting map as favorable for

Republicans as the 2011 map. Tr.765:12-17, 1377:24-1378:18. In the fourth run,

every map encountered in the trillion steps of the algorithm exhibited less partisan

bias than the 2011 map. Tr.752:14-753:23. In the sixth run, only 97 out of 100

billion maps were as biased as the 2011 map—and again, none after the very first

second of running the algorithm. Tr.746:23-747:20; PX117 at 8.

Applying a mathematical theorem that he developed and published in a peer-

reviewed journal before this case, Dr. Pegden calculated the probability that a map

randomly chosen from the entire universe of possible maps meeting the constraints

for a particular run (referred to as the “bag of districtings”) would be as biased as

the 2011 map. Tr.747:23-752:12, 1306:19-25. Dr. Pegden reported this

probability as a “p value.” In the sixth run, for example, the p-value was 0.000045,

meaning there is only a 0.0045% probability that a randomly selected districting

would exhibit partisan bias as extreme as the 2011 map’s. PX122; Tr.748:10-

752:21. In other words, there is an over 99.995% probability that the 2011 map’s
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partisan bias would not have occurred at random. Id. For comparison, the FDA

can approve a new drug at a p-value of 0.05 (95%). Tr.1307:7-13.

Based on Dr. Pegden’s methodology, it is mathematically impossible that

political geography or traditional districting criteria could explain the 2011 map’s

extreme partisan bias. FOF ¶¶356-58; Tr.755:19-763:8; PX117 at 2, 5. The only

conceivable explanation is that the map was intentionally drawn to maximize

partisan advantage. FOF ¶359; Tr.1384:22-1386:12.

3. Dr. Warshaw Established That the 2011 Map’s Pro-
Republican Advantage Is Historically Extreme

Dr. Christopher Warshaw testified as an expert in political representation,

public opinion, elections, and polarization. FOF ¶364. Dr. Warshaw demonstrated

that, under a measure known as the “Efficiency Gap,” the three congressional

elections held under the 2011 map have shown historically extreme levels of pro-

Republican bias. PX35 at 5-15. The Commonwealth Court found him credible.

FOF ¶389.

The Efficiency Gap compares each party’s “wasted votes,” defined as all

votes cast for the party in districts the party loses (e.g., cracked districts), and all

excess votes above those needed to win in districts the party wins (e.g., packed

districts). FOF ¶369; PX35 at 4-6; Tr.841:2-10. This measure captures in a single

number the way partisan gerrymanders operate: wasting one party’s votes through

cracking and packing, enabling the advantaged party to translate its votes into seats
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as efficiently as possible. Tr.839:6-841:24, 852:15-853:6; PX35 at 4-6. Because

the Efficiency Gap is calculated as a percentage of total votes cast, it is comparable

across both time and states. Tr.842:15-853:20.

Dr. Warshaw explained that Pennsylvania’s pro-Republican Efficiency Gaps

under the 2011 map—24% in 2012, 15% in 2014, and 19% in 2016—were

historical outliers. Tr.871:3-25. Before the 2011 map, Pennsylvania never once

had an Efficiency Gap of 15% or greater, and only one time had an Efficiency Gap

of even 10%. Tr.872:1-10. In the 2012 congressional elections alone, Democrats

wasted well over a million more votes than Republicans. PX35 at 12.

The 2011 map’s partisan bias is also extreme relative to the country as a

whole. Tr.865:2-866:10; PX35 at 7-8; PX37. Pennsylvania’s 24% Efficiency Gap

in 2012 was the largest in the country that year in states with more than 6 seats,

and the second largest in modern history. Tr.874:11-16, 876:2-8; PX42; FOF

¶380. Pennsylvania’s average Efficiency Gap across the three elections—19%—

was second only to North Carolina, by 1%. Tr.876:17-877:16.

As this chart below shows, Pennsylvania’s Efficiency Gap (1) has not

always favored Republicans; (2) has often been close to 0%, meaning it favored

neither party; (3) has not always been an outlier compared to other states; and

(4) grew dramatically from the 2010 election to 2012, i.e., the first election under

the 2011 map. PX42; PX35 at 14-15; Tr.865-880, 884-886. All of this undercuts
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any notion that something unique about Pennsylvania’s political geography results

in the current extreme pro-Republican Efficiency Gap. Tr.878:10-880:10.

PX42.

Dr. Warshaw also estimated that Pennsylvania’s pro-Republican Efficiency

Gaps in 2012, 2014, and 2016 gave Republicans an average of 3-4 additional seats

per election. Tr.873:9-22.
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Dr. Warshaw further demonstrated the 2011 map’s pro-Republican partisan

bias is durable and unlikely to be remedied through the normal electoral process.

Tr.836:18-21, 987:11-20. He found statistically that Efficiency Gaps in 2012 “are

extremely predictive” of Efficiency Gaps in 2016, nationally and in Pennsylvania.

Tr.889:14-891:4; PX39; PX35 at 11.

4. The Commonwealth Court Found That Legislative
Respondents’ Experts Were “Not Credible”

Legislative Respondents offered no affirmative defense of the 2011 map.

They presented two experts, Dr. Wendy Cho and Dr. Nolan McCarty, solely to

criticize Petitioners’ experts. Neither offered any “opinion on whether or not

Pennsylvania’s map is a gerrymandered map.” Tr.1417:17-21 (Dr. McCarty); see

Tr.1324:7-1328:3 (Dr. Cho).

The Commonwealth Court found that Dr. Cho’s and Dr. McCarty’s

testimony was “not credible,” and did not “lessen the weight” given to Petitioners’

experts. FOF ¶¶398-400, 409-412, 415. Among many shortcomings, Dr. Cho

failed to review Dr. Chen’s and Dr. Pegden’s code and algorithms, leading her to

give “inaccurate” testimony. FOF ¶¶395-97; Tr.1224:8-1225:20, 1295:18-

1296:19. And Dr. McCarty employed a convoluted methodology that was wrong

97% of the time in predicting the number of seats Republicans would win under

the 2011 map. Tr.1421:6-1431:3, 1451:18-1452:1, 1517:3-11, 1677:15-1681:4;

LRX17 at 11.
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E. The 2011 Map Harms Petitioners and Other Democratic Voters

1. The Petitioners

Petitioners are 18 Pennsylvania voters, one from each congressional district.

All are registered Democrats who consistently vote for Democratic congressional

candidates. FOF ¶¶1-18, 23-24.

Thirteen Petitioners live in cracked districts and have been artificially

deprived of the chance to elect Democratic candidates. For example, Beth Lawn

lives in “Goofy’s finger” in the 7th District. Tr.134:24, 138:1. Under the prior

map, Ms. Lawn was in the 1st district, where she could elect a Democrat.

Tr.138:20-24, 139:6-12. Now she is in a safe Republican district where “the

Democratic candidate doesn’t really have a chance.” Tr.140:8-18, 148:8-18.

Election outcomes are likewise a “fait accompli” in Lisa Isaacs’ 8th District.

PX170 at 29:6-7. In the 6th District, the 2011 map “has unfairly eliminated [Tom

Rentschler’s] chance of getting to vote and actually elect a Democratic candidate

just by the shape and design of the district.” Tr.673:25-674:9. Other petitioners in

cracked districts gave similar testimony. PX163-77.

Some districts are so reliably Republican that no Democrat bothers running.

The 2011 map led to uncontested elections in the 3rd, 15th, and 18th Districts,

denying Petitioners Petrosky, Ulrich, and Greiner an opportunity even to cast a

ballot for the candidate of their choice. FOF ¶¶191, 197, 233; PX171 at 41:22-
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43:6, 84:1-10; PX168 at 17:5-10, 21:25-23:11. Ulrich explained: “I still could

vote, but there was nobody there to vote for.” PX177 at 49:15-50:1.

Even where Democrats field candidates, the gerrymander can reduce their

quality. Democratic State Representative Greg Vitali contemplated running in the

7th District in 2012, but decided against it after he “saw the lines and analyzed the

data and [saw] that it was no longer a competitive seat.” PX179 at 34:23-35:9.

And in the 5th District, Petitioner Gretchen Brandt explained, “the Democratic

Party produc[es] unqualified candidates because the Democratic Party knows that a

Democrat will not win.” PX165 at 14:19-21, 34:22-35:25.

Some Petitioners lack a congressperson focused on their community. John

Greiner (3rd) testified that, with the 2011 map’s unprecedented split of Erie

County, no congressperson needs “to pay close attention to the constituents in

Northwestern Pennsylvania.” PX168 at 14:12-13, 17:22-19:10. The map splits

Tom Rentschler (6th) from Reading, which is two miles from his house and the

seat of Berks County, instead joining him with communities in eastern Lebanon

County with which he has no connection. Tr.681:9-682:4; see, e.g., PX167 at

36:5-36:9, 40:5-16 (Comas).

Other representatives are nonresponsive, don’t hold town meetings, and

don’t respond to phone calls because they hold safe Republican seats. Tr.116:15-

117:11 (Marx). As Don Lancaster put it: Congressman Shuster “doesn’t have to
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listen. He doesn’t have to respond.” PX164 at 33:13-15; see, e.g., PX176 at

23:22-24:5 (Smith); Tr.145:22-146:2 (Lawn).

Although the five Petitioners in packed Democratic districts have

Democratic representatives, the 2011 map dilutes their vote. The 2011 map has

“taken away any chance of having a Democratic majority Congressional

delegation.” Tr.113:16-22. The “overabundance of Republican[s] elected …

drowns out the Democratic message,” PX173 at 7:5-20, 66:8-67:3 (McNulty); see,

e.g., PX172 at 33:19-34:8 (Lichty); PX163 at 9:7-8, 34:6-36:13, 41:14-19 (Febo

San Miguel); PX169 at 7:2-22, 21:2-22:11 (Solomon); PX174 at 7:6-18, 13:7-

13:10, 18:19-18:20 (Mantell).

2. Statistical Evidence Shows that the Map Denies Democratic
Voters an Effective Voice in the Political Process

Dr. Warshaw described how the extreme polarization in Congress magnifies

the representational consequences of Pennsylvania’s partisan gerrymander.

Tr.899:23-946:23. Democratic voters who are artificially prevented from electing

a Democratic representative effectively have no voice in Congress; as a statistical

matter, a Republican representative will virtually never represent the views of a

Pennsylvania Democrat. Tr.837:21-838:1, 933:18-936:10, 942:20-948:3.

Dr. Warshaw demonstrated through unrebutted statistical proof how

polarization in Congress has increased dramatically over the past 50 years. PX43;

Tr.900:9-903:20. He further demonstrated, without rebuttal, that every single
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Republican congressperson is now substantially more conservative than the most

conservative Democrat, and vice versa. Tr.904:9-912:19; PX44. Thus, if a

particular district elects a Republican, there is a 100% chance that the Republican

will vote much more conservatively than the Democrat who would have

represented the same district. Tr.911:14-20. That was not true in the early 2000s,

where there was still some overlap nationally between the parties. Tr.913:1-14;

PX44. The representational consequences of partisan gerrymandering are far

greater than ever before.

The national trend of extreme polarization holds true in Pennsylvania.

Today, there is no ideological overlap among Pennsylvania’s Democratic and

Republican representatives. Tr.922:1-925:4. The gap between them is wider than

ever before, as depicted in Dr. Warshaw’s graph representing the voting activity of

Pennsylvania’s congressional delegation over time (each dot is a Pennsylvania

representative; higher scores reflect more conservative voting activity):
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PX46.

Dr. Warshaw demonstrated that consensus among Pennsylvania’s

representatives has also reached historic lows. PX35 at 20. In the past,

Pennsylvania’s congressional delegation voted together as often as 40% of the

time, but today they vote together less than 10% of the time. Tr.927:7-928:11.

Pennsylvania’s representatives no longer vote together on issues specific to the

needs of the Commonwealth. Instead, they vote with the majority of their

respective parties almost all the time, in 93% of roll call votes. Tr.930:5-932:24;

PX48. That is so regardless of whether the representative’s district is more or less
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competitive. Tr.917:2-921:3. In 2012, Congressman Rothfus won the only

competitive congressional election in three cycles under the 2011 map, but he still

votes with the Republican party 96% of the time. Tr.934:12-935:9; PX41; PX48.

Dr. Warshaw’s conclusion that polarization magnifies the representational

consequences of gerrymandering holds true for the most important issues of the

day. Democratic voters in gerrymandered Republican districts do not see their

preferences translated into action in Congress on major bills. PX35 at 24. For

example, in states like Pennsylvania with congressional maps gerrymandered to

favor Republicans, as measured by the Efficiency Gap, Republican voters are

much more likely than Democratic voters to agree with their representatives’ votes

on Affordable Care Act repeal. Tr.945:18-24; PX50.

Multiple petitioners testified that they suffer exactly the representational

consequences that Dr. Warshaw demonstrated statistically. Tr.113:23-114:2;

Tr.675:22-676:14; PX166; PX168; PX170-71; PX175-76. It was “hard for”

Gretchen Brandt “to think of an issue where … [her congressman] voted … the

way I would have wanted him to vote.” PX165 at 40:18-21.

3. Partisan Gerrymandering Undermines Trust in
Government

Dr. Warshaw offered unrebutted testimony that partisan gerrymandering

undermines citizens’ faith in democracy and government. Tr.838:17-21, 953:9-19.

He found a strong statistical relationship between partisan bias in a state’s
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congressional delegation, as measured by the Efficiency Gap, and citizens’ trust in

government. Tr.949:5-952:23; PX35 at 26. The same was true in Pennsylvania:

Democratic voters were much less likely to trust their representatives than

Republican voters. PX35 at 27.

Petitioners’ testimony bore this out. Bill Marx, a former Army helicopter

pilot turned high school civics teacher, explained that when he discusses the 2011

map with his students, “you just see these 18-year-olds, before I send them out to

the world, before they even have experience—they just ask me questions, like,

Well, then, why should we vote? Why does this matter? I’m not going to make a

difference. Why should I care?” Tr.124:15-125:3. “This is causing people to

distrust our Government, … [a]nd it’s wrong and it needs to change.” Tr.126:1-9.

F. Procedural History

Petitioners filed this lawsuit on June 15, 2017, challenging the 2011 map

exclusively under the Pennsylvania Constitution. On November 9, 2017, this

Court exercised plenary jurisdiction and ordered the Commonwealth Court to

conduct a trial and issue findings of fact and conclusions of law.

On November 13, the Commonwealth Court dismissed the League of

Women Voters of Pennsylvania as a Petitioner for lack of standing.5 On

5 This was error and this Court should reinstate the League. The League has
associational standing because its members are Pennsylvania voters, “particularly
in lawsuits brought to challenge state laws affecting voters.” Applewhite v.
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November 22, the court granted motions by Speaker Turzai, Senator Scarnati, and

the General Assembly (“Legislative Respondents”) to quash Petitioners’ discovery

requests. The court concluded that Pennsylvania’s Speech and Debate Clause

provides “absolute legislative immunity” from discovery into the creation of the

2011 map—including Legislative Respondents’ communications with third parties

like the Republican National Committee, and even communications between third

parties that could bear on Legislative Respondents’ “intentions, motivations, or

activities.” 11/22/17 Order at 6, 11-12.

The court held a trial from December 11-15, 2017, and issued

Recommended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on December 29.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The 2011 map violates Pennsylvania’s Free Expression and Free Association

Clauses. Those clauses provide greater protection for speech and associational

rights than the First Amendment. Under the Pennsylvania Constitution, voting for

the candidate of one’s choice is core protected political expression. Placing

Democratic voters in particular districts to minimize the effectiveness of their votes

burdens their expressive conduct, and it does so on the basis of the voters’ political

views. This viewpoint discrimination triggers strict scrutiny, which the 2011 map

Commonwealth, 2014 WL 184988, at *7 (Pa. Commw. Ct. Jan. 17, 2014). While
the Commonwealth Court cited this Court’s dismissal of the Democratic
Committee as a petitioner in Erfer, the Democratic Committee was not asserting
associational standing. 794 A.2d at 330.
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cannot satisfy. This Court should expressly hold that the map runs afoul of

Pennsylvania law irrespective of federal law.

The map also impermissibly retaliates against protected political expression

and association. The mapmakers used past voting histories to subject Democratic

voters to disfavored treatment, causing them serious harm that would not have

occurred absent this partisan intent. For example, at least four Petitioners would be

in a Democratic rather than a Republican district but for the intentional

discrimination.

The map independently violates Pennsylvania’s equal protection

guarantees. As the Commonwealth Court found, Petitioners “established

intentional discrimination.” This discrimination targeted an identifiable political

group, namely Democratic voters. And the partisan gerrymander caused an actual

discriminatory effect by costing Democratic voters three to five seats that they

otherwise would have won. This Court should jettison any additional requirement

to show that Democratic voters have been essentially shut of out the political

process. In any event, they have been. Due to the unprecedented polarization in

Congress today, Democratic voters artificially deprived of the ability to elect a

Democratic representative receive essentially no representation at all.
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ARGUMENT

I. The 2011 Map Violates the Pennsylvania Constitution’s Free Expression
and Free Association Clauses, Irrespective of Federal Law

The Pennsylvania Constitution guarantees the rights of free expression and

free association. Article I, Section 7 provides in relevant part: “free

communication of thoughts and opinions is one of the invaluable rights of man,

and every citizen may freely speak, write and print on any subject, being

responsible for the abuse of that liberty.” Pa. Const. Art. I, § 7. Article I, Section

20 provides: “citizens have a right in a peaceable manner to assemble together for

their common good.” Pa. Const. Art. I, § 20. The 2011 map impermissibly

discriminates and retaliates against Democratic voters on the basis of their political

views and their past votes, in violation of both provisions.

A. Pennsylvania’s Constitution Provides Greater Protection for
Speech and Associational Rights Than the First Amendment

The rights of free expression and free association were a vital part of

Pennsylvania’s political identity long before the enactment of the federal Bill of

Rights in 1791. In 1682, William Penn drafted his “Frame of Government,” a

social contract granting eligible residents the right to vote and liberty of

conscience. Frederick D. Rapone, Jr., Article I, Section 7 of the Pennsylvania

Constitution and the Public Expression of Unpopular Ideas, 74 Temp. L. Rev. 655,

659-60 (2001). Freedom of expression became etched into the fabric of the

Commonwealth. In 1737, a 31-year old Benjamin Franklin wrote in the
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Pennsylvania Gazette that “[f]reedom of speech is a principal pillar of a free

government; when this support is taken away, the constitution of a free society is

dissolved, and tyranny is erected on its ruins.” Benjamin Franklin, On Freedom of

Speech and the Press, reprinted in The Works of Benjamin Franklin 285 (1840).

Pennsylvania’s Constitution, enacted in 1776, was the first to explicitly

protect rights “to freedom of speech” and “to assemble together.” Seth F. Kreimer,

The Pennsylvania Constitution’s Protection of Free Expression, 5 U. Pa. J. Const.

L. 12, 15 & n.7 (2002). Pennsylvania’s Constitutional Convention of 1790

consolidated the free expression provisions into “the lineal ancestors” of their

current form. Id. at 17-18.

This Court has recognized that “freedom of expression has special meaning

in Pennsylvania given the unique history of [the] Commonwealth.” Pap’s II, 812

A.2d at 604. “The protections afforded by Article I, § 7 … are distinct and firmly

rooted in Pennsylvania history and experience. The provision is an ancestor, not a

stepchild, of the First Amendment.” Id. at 605. Indeed, “the Pennsylvania

Declaration of Rights was the ‘direct precursor’ of the freedom of speech and

press” in the federal Bill of Rights. Commonwealth v. Edmunds, 586 A.2d 887,

896 (Pa. 1991).

Accordingly, Pennsylvania courts have been called upon to interpret the

Pennsylvania Constitution’s Free Expression Clause since “long before … the First
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Amendment [applied] against the states.” Pap’s II, 812 A.2d at 605-06. As a

result, Pennsylvania courts have forged an “independent constitutional path” in

analyzing freedom-of-expression issues. Id. at 606.

Key here, Pennsylvania courts have established that the Pennsylvania

Constitution provides “greater protection of speech and associational rights than

does its federal counterpart.” Working Families Party v. Commonwealth, 169 A.3d

1247, 1262 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2017). This Court repeatedly has emphasized that

“Article I, Section 7 provides broader protections of expression than the related

First Amendment.” DePaul v. Commonwealth, 969 A.2d 536, 546 (Pa. 2009);

accord Pap’s II, 812 A.2d at 605. Applying these broader Pennsylvania

protections, this Court has invalidated speech restrictions under Article I, § 7,

irrespective of whether a restriction also violated the First Amendment. E.g., Ins.

Adjustment Bureau v. Ins. Comm’r for Commonwealth of Pa., 542 A.2d 1317,

1324 (Pa. 1988); Commonwealth v. Tate, 432 A.2d 1382, 1387-90 (Pa. 1981);

Goldman Theatres v. Dana, 173 A.2d 59, 61 (Pa. 1961).

In Pap’s II, this Court invalidated a law under Pennsylvania’s Free

Expression Clause even where the law did not violate the First Amendment. The

U.S. Supreme Court had held that a public indecency ordinance survived the

intermediate-scrutiny test applicable under the First Amendment. City of Erie v.

Pap’s A.M., 529 U.S. 277, 283 (2000). On remand, this Court rendered an
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“independent judgment as a matter of distinct and enforceable Pennsylvania

constitutional law.” Pap’s II, 812 A.2d at 607. The “state of flux” under federal

law “afford[ed] insufficient protection to fundamental rights guaranteed under

Article I, § 7.” Id. at 607, 611. This Court held that, under Pennsylvania’s

Constitution, strict scrutiny applies to laws restricting “expressive conduct.” Id. at

611-12.

Here, Petitioners assert that the 2011 map unconstitutionally discriminates

against their expressive conduct under the Free Expression and Free Association

Clauses of the Pennsylvania Constitution—not the First Amendment.

Accordingly, although this Court’s analysis may be “guided by the teachings of the

United States Supreme Court,” Working Families Party, 169 A.3d at 1262, this

Court should hold “clearly and expressly” that the map violates the Pennsylvania

Constitution, “separate … and independent” of federal law, Michigan v. Long, 463

U.S. 1032, 1040-41 (1983). The Pennsylvania Constitution’s text, the

Commonwealth’s unique history, and sound policy all support an independent

judgment that the 2011 map violates Pennsylvania law. Edmunds, 586 A.2d at

894-95.

B. Voting for the Candidate of One’s Choice Constitutes Core
Protected Political Expression

Voting is core political expression protected by Article I, § 7. “The act of

voting is a personal expression of favor or disfavor for particular policies,
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personalities, or laws.” Commonwealth v. Cobbs, 305 A.2d 25, 27 (Pa. 1973).

“Each individual voter as he enters the booth is given an opportunity to freely

express his will.” Oughton v. Black, 61 A. 346, 348 (1905). Indeed, if “political

contributions are a form of non-verbal, protected expression” under Article I,

Section 7, as this Court held in DePaul, 969 A.2d at 542, 548, voting for a

candidate necessarily constitutes protected expressive conduct as well.

Voting, even more so than campaign donations, provides citizens a direct

means of “express[ing] … support for [a] candidate and his views.” Id. at 547

(quotations omitted). Voting provides “opportunities [for] all voters to express

their own political preferences.” Norman v. Reed, 502 U.S. 279, 288 (1992);

accord Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780, 806 (1983).

Voting, moreover, merits special protection because the “expression … is

political.” DePaul, 969 A.2d at 548. “No right is more precious in a free country

than that of having a voice in the election of those who make the laws.” Wesberry

v. Sanders, 376 U.S. 1, 17 (1964). Accordingly, “political belief and association

constitute the core of those activities protected by” the freedoms of speech and

association. Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 356 (1976). “[A]n individual’s right to

participate in the public debate through political expression and political

association” safeguards the most “basic [right] in our democracy”—namely “the

right to participate in electing our political leaders.” McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S.
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Ct. 1434, 1440-41, 1448 (2014) (plurality opinion). Where, as here, political

expression is at stake, the “guarantee of free speech has its fullest and most urgent

application.” Commonwealth v. Wadzinski, 422 A.2d 124, 129 (Pa. 1980)

(quotations omitted).

C. The 2011 Map Is Subject to Strict Scrutiny Because It Burdens
Protected Expression and Association Based on Viewpoint

Laws that discriminate against or burden protected expression based on its

content or viewpoint are subject to strict scrutiny. See Pap’s II, 812 A.2d at 611-

12. The guarantee of free expression “stands against attempts to disfavor certain

subjects or viewpoints.” Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 340 (2010).

Rendering speech less effective is a cognizable burden, even if the speech is

“not banned altogether.” Ins. Adjustment Bureau, 542 A.2d at 1323-24.

“Lawmakers may no more silence unwanted speech by burdening its utterance than

by censoring its content.” Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 564 U.S. 552, 566 (2011).

“It is thus no answer to say that petitioners can still be ‘seen and heard’” if the

burdens placed on their speech “have effectively stifled [their] message.”

McCullen v. Coakley, 134 S. Ct. 2518, 2537 (2014). For example, McCullen

invalidated a law imposing a buffer zone around abortion clinics. The law did not

prevent the plaintiffs, who sought to counsel women on alternatives to abortion,

from speaking and promoting their message. Id. at 2527. But the law “impose[d]
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serious burdens on [their] speech,” which had been “far less successful since the

buffer zones were instituted.” Id. at 2535-37.

These principles apply equally to burdens on political expression. In Davis

v. FEC, 554 U.S. 724 (2008), the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a law that

disfavored candidates who self-financed their campaigns. Even though the law did

not limit how much money self-financing candidates could spend, it

unconstitutionally “diminish[ed] the effectiveness of [their] speech.” Id. at 736;

see also Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230, 248-49 (2006) (invalidating limit on

campaign donations that made such donations less “effective”). Likewise with

voting: the government may not “burden[] the right of qualified voters ... ‘to cast

their votes effectively.’” Shapiro v. McManus, 203 F. Supp. 3d 579, 598 (D. Md.

2016) (quoting Anderson, 460 U.S. at 787).

A burden on speech is impermissibly viewpoint-discriminatory if it targets

speech conveying a “particular point of view,” FCC v. League of Women Voters of

California, 468 U.S. 364, 383-84 (1984), i.e., “because of disagreement with the

message [the speech] conveys,” Sorrell, 564 U.S. at 566 (quotations omitted). The

government may not “burden[] a form of protected expression” by certain

disfavored speakers, while leaving “unburdened those speakers whose messages

are in accord with its own views.” Id. at 580.
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The government thus engages in a “form of viewpoint discrimination” where

it “intentionally tilts the playing field” by “reducing the effectiveness of a

[disfavored] message,” even without “repressing it entirely.” Ridley v. Mass. Bay

Transp. Auth., 390 F.3d 65, 88 (1st Cir. 2004). A law may not “diminish the

effectiveness of” speech by “disfavored speakers.” Sorrell, 564 U.S. at 564-65.

Viewpoint discrimination is particularly insidious where the targeted speech

is political in nature. “[I]n the context of political speech, … [b]oth history and

logic” demonstrate the perils of permitting the government to “identif[y] certain

preferred speakers” while burdening the speech of “disfavored speakers.” Citizens

United, 558 U.S. at 340-41; see also Wadzinski, 422 A.2d at 131 (invalidating a

law that, in “practical operation,” favored “a particular kind of political

discourse”). The government may not burden the “speech of some elements of our

society in order to enhance the relative voice of others” in electing public officials.

McCutcheon, 134 S. Ct. at 1450.

The 2011 map is textbook viewpoint discrimination. The Commonwealth

Court’s recommendations confirm as much. The court found that the map “was

drawn to give Republican candidates an advantage in certain districts.” COL ¶52.

“[I]t is clear that the 2011 Plan was drawn through a process in which a particular

partisan goal—the creation of 13 Republican districts—predominated.” FOF ¶291.

The mapmakers accomplished this partisan goal by “distribut[ing] voters across
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congressional voting districts in such a way that most districts are significantly

more Republican leaning …, while Democratic voters are more heavily

concentrated in a minority of the congressional voting districts.” FOF ¶272. In

other words, based on their political viewpoint, Democratic voters were placed into

districts where it would be harder for them to elect candidates of their choice, and

to diminish the effectiveness of the votes of all Democratic voters statewide.

This viewpoint discrimination is clear from the districts themselves, the

election results, and expert statistical measures. As for the districts themselves, the

map cracks Democratic strongholds like Erie County, Harrisburg, and Reading,

splitting these communities to ensure that their Democratic voters cannot elect a

candidate of their choice. The map packs Democratic municipalities like

Swarthmore, Easton, Bethlehem, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, and the Allegheny River

valley into already Democratic districts, removing them from their broader

communities to dilute the weight of their citizens’ votes. The 6th, 7th, and 12th

Districts knit together disparate Republican precincts while excising Democratic

strongholds, diminishing the representational rights of both the packed and cracked

Democrats. The 12th District was patently designed to pair two Democratic

incumbents in a reliable Republican district. Supra pp.18-19, 27.

As for election results, Democrats won only 5 of 18 seats in 2012 even

though they won a majority of the statewide congressional vote, and they
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continued to win only 5 seats in 2014 and 2016, despite winning nearly half the

vote. It doesn’t take an expert to see that these lopsided results were caused by

packing a disproportionate number of Democratic voters into five districts with

overwhelming Democratic majorities, while cracking the remaining Democrats

across 13 districts with closer, but reliable, Republican majorities. Supra pp.21-22.

And as for experts, they demonstrated, using objective measures, the extent

to which the map targets Democratic voters for disfavored treatment. Dr. Chen

demonstrated that the 2011 map is an extreme outlier that can only be explained by

partisan intent to disadvantage Democratic voters, and that has given Republicans

an additional 4-5 seats. Supra pp.22-26. This Court has recognized that

“alternative plan[s]” like Dr. Chen’s are “powerful evidence.” Holt v. 2011

Legislative Reapportionment Comm’n, 38 A.3d 711, 756-57 (Pa. 2012). Dr.

Warshaw showed that the map wastes over a million more Democratic votes than

Republican votes, producing a historically extreme Efficiency Gap both in

Pennsylvania and nationally, with an estimated effect of 3-4 additional seats.

Supra pp.31-33. Dr. Pegden showed that the map was so carefully constructed to

disadvantage Democratic voters that the partisan bias evaporates when tiny random

changes are made to district boundaries. Supra pp.29-31.6

6 The Commonwealth Court hypothesized that considerations like candidate
quality could affect the Efficiency Gap, FOF ¶389, but there was no evidence that
this happened. The court likewise hypothesized that competitive districts could
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The evidence shows that the 2011 map “single[s] out [Democratic voters]

for disfavor based on the views expressed.” Matal v. Tam, 137 S. Ct. 1744, 1766

(2017) (Kennedy, J., concurring). The map makes it exceedingly difficult, if not

impossible, for cracked Democratic voters to be “successful” in electing a

Democratic candidate. McCullen, 134 S. Ct. at 2537. In packed districts, the 2011

map “[d]ilut[es] the weight of [Democratic] votes.” Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S.

533, 566 (1964). And statewide, the 2011 map “diminish[es] the effectiveness of”

all Democratic voters by minimizing their electoral and therefore political

influence. Sorrell, 564 U.S. at 564-65. It is difficult to imagine a clearer case of

impermissible viewpoint discrimination.

D. The 2011 Map Fails Strict Scrutiny and Indeed Any Scrutiny

To satisfy strict scrutiny, the government must prove that the challenged law

was “narrowly drawn to accomplish a compelling government interest.” Pap’s II,

812 A.2d at 612. At trial, Legislative Respondents made no effort to satisfy strict

lead to misleadingly large Efficiency Gaps, FOF ¶390, but nobody gerrymanders
by creating competitive districts, and Pennsylvania’s elections under the 2011 map
have not been competitive. Tr.1034:10-1035:11; FOF ¶¶185, 192, 198. The court
also stated, without explanation, that across-state comparisons have “limited value”
because some states may have districting commissions or unspecified laws. FOF
¶391. No such evidence or criticism was presented at trial. And the fact that states
with independent commissions produce less biased plans, as measured by the
Efficiency Gap, PX35 at 9-10, only bolsters the conclusion that the Efficiency Gap
is a good measure of partisan bias.
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scrutiny. They offered no non-partisan justification for the map, instead choosing

to withhold any and all information about the creation of the map.

Nor could the map satisfy strict scrutiny, or any scrutiny. Drawing

congressional district boundaries to disadvantage Democratic voters does not serve

any legitimate government interest, much less a compelling interest.

E. The Free Expression and Association Clauses Provide Judicially
Manageable Standards to Evaluate Partisan Gerrymandering

The Commonwealth Court did not address whether the 2011 map constitutes

viewpoint discrimination, nor did the court apply any measure of judicial scrutiny,

strict or otherwise, to assess whether the map passes constitutional muster under

Article I, §§ 7 and 20. Instead, the court concluded that there is no right to a

“nonpartisan, neutral redistricting process,” and that “partisanship can and does

play a role” historically in drawing districts. COL ¶¶30-31. In the court’s view,

Petitioners failed to “articulate a judicially manageable standard by which a court

can determine that partisanship crossed the line into an unconstitutional

infringement on Petitioners’ free speech and associational rights.” COL ¶31.

The Commonwealth Court had it wrong. The constitutional prohibition

against viewpoint discrimination, and the application of strict scrutiny, are

manageable standards that courts routinely apply. And courts apply modern

constitutional principles to invalidate practices with long historical pedigrees.

Elrod, for example, held that the First Amendment prohibited the government from
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“dismissing employees on a partisan basis.” 427 U.S. at 353. The Court accepted

that political patronage dated back “at least since the Presidency of Thomas

Jefferson,” but noted that “it is the practice itself,” not its history, “the

unconstitutionality of which must be determined.” Id. at 353-54. Likewise,

Reynolds invalidated the longstanding practice of drawing legislative districts with

unequal population, ruling that “history alone provided an unsatisfactory basis for

differentiations relating to legislative representation.” 377 U.S. at 579 n.61.

“Citizens, not history …, cast votes.” Id. at 580.

The government cannot discriminate against citizens on the basis of their

political expression and viewpoints in drawing legislative districts, full stop. That

is not to say that the government can never “tak[e] any political consideration into

account in reshaping its electoral districts.” Shapiro, 203 F. Supp. 3d at 597.

There is a difference between political considerations and partisan intent—the

former may be permissible so long as it does not subordinate traditional districting

principles or target voters of a particular party for disfavored treatment. See id.

For instance, it is inherently political for the legislature to identify and prioritize

“communities of interest” that should be kept intact under a districting plan. See

id. What is not constitutionally permissible, however, is for the General Assembly

to act with partisan intent to “mak[e] it harder for a particular group of voters to

achieve electoral success.” Id.
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Thus, to suggest that districting “inevitably has and is intended to have

substantial political consequences,” COL ¶11 (quoting Gaffney v. Cummings, 412

U.S. 735,753 (1973)), is not an endorsement of sorting one party’s voters into

particular districts to disadvantage them. Moreover, none of the cases the

Commonwealth Court cited on this point involved a free speech or association

claim, COL ¶11; all were equal protection cases. This Court distinguished equal

protection from free speech-based gerrymandering challenges in Erfer, 794 A.2d at

328 n.2. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that a free speech-based partisan

gerrymandering claim is “uncontradicted by the majority in any of [its]

cases.” Shapiro v. McManus, 136 S. Ct. 450, 456 (2015). While Justice Kennedy

stated in Vieth that political classifications are “generally permissible” under equal

protection principles, COL ¶11, he also stated that free speech principles prohibit

the use of “political classifications … to burden a group’s representational rights,”

Vieth v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 315 (2004) (concurrence).

In any event, any precedent suggesting that some degree of partisan

viewpoint discrimination is permissible “cannot bear scrutiny.” William Penn Sch.

Dist. v. Pa. Dep’t of Educ., 170 A.3d 414, 456 (Pa. 2017). Partisan

gerrymandering serves no good purpose and offers no societal benefit. There is no

reason to allow just a little of it.
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But even if some consideration of partisanship were permissible, the Free

Expression and Association Clauses prohibit the 2011 map’s extreme and obvious

viewpoint discrimination. The existence of some uncertainty about line-drawing

cannot justify judicial abdication. Courts are in the business of striking down

unconstitutional laws even where there is no clear, much less objective, standard.

“Courts give meaning routinely to all manner of amorphous constitutional

concepts, including those that lie at the intersection of legislative prerogative and

judicial review.” William Penn, 170 A.3d at 455. In Randall, the Supreme Court

invalidated an extreme limit on campaign donations even though the Court could

not “determine with any degree of exactitude the precise restriction” that would

have been constitutional. 548 U.S. at 248; accord Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal

Co., 556 U.S. 868, 879 (2009) (adjudicating due process claim that could not “be

defined with precision”). The evidence that partisan considerations infect the 2011

map is overwhelming. This is not a close case.

This Court should hold that Pennsylvania’s Constitution categorically

prohibits viewpoint discrimination in the districting process. But alternatively, at a

minimum, the Constitution must prohibit mapmakers from subordinating

traditional districting criteria to their attempt to disadvantage one party’s voters

based on their political beliefs, as occurred here. Tr.166:10-17; supra pp.22-31.

These traditional principles “have deep roots in Pennsylvania constitutional law”
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and “represent important principles of representative government.” Holt, 38 A.3d

at 745; see Mellow v. Mitchell, 607 A.2d 204, 215 (Pa. 1992) (applying these

principles to congressional districts).

F. The 2011 Plan Impermissibly Retaliates Against Democratic
Voters Based on Their Voting Histories and Party Affiliations

Pennsylvania’s Constitution independently prohibits retaliation based on

individuals’ protected expression. Uniontown Newspapers, Inc. v. Roberts, 839

A.2d 185, 192-93, 198-99 (Pa. 2003); Southersby Dev. Corp. v. Twp. of South

Park, 2015 WL 1757767, at *8-9 (W.D. Pa. Apr. 17, 2015).

Key here, the government may not retaliate against protected expression and

association by using “data reflecting citizens’ voting history and party affiliation”

to “mak[e] it harder for a particular group of voters to achieve electoral success

because of the views they had previously expressed.” Shapiro v. McManus, 203 F.

Supp. 3d 579, 597 (D. Md. 2016). This practice “implicates the ... well-established

prohibition against retaliation” by “penaliz[ing] voters for expressing certain

preferences” Id. at 595.

The elements of any free-speech retaliation claim are “intent, injury, and

causation.” Id. at 597. In the redistricting context, a petitioner must prove that

(1) mapmakers intended to burden the petitioner and similarly situated citizens

“because of how they voted or the political party with which they were affiliated”;
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(2) the petitioner suffered a “tangible and concrete adverse effect”; and (3) the

retaliatory intent was a “but for” cause of the petitioner’s injury. Id. at 596-98.

Petitioners proved all three elements. First, Drs. Kennedy, Chen, and

Pegden established that, through packing and cracking, the mapmakers used these

past voting histories to subject Democratic voters to disfavored treatment. Supra

pp.9-31. This is visually evident just from the red-blue district maps in Dr.

Kennedy’s expert report, which show how the district lines track Democratic and

Republican voting concentrations in 2010. Supra pp.10-20. And the materials that

Speaker Turzai produced in the federal litigation are direct, conclusive evidence

that the mapmakers drew district boundaries to disadvantage Democratic voters

specifically based on their voting histories, which the mapmakers measured for

every precinct, municipality, and county in Pennsylvania.

Second, the 2011 map diluted the votes of Petitioners and other Democratic

voters to such a degree that it resulted in a “tangible and concrete adverse effect.”

Shapiro, 203 F. Supp. 3d at 597. It has “real world consequences—including,

most notably, ... actually alter[ing] the outcome of an election” for some

Petitioners. Id. Four Petitioners currently residing in Republican districts—Beth

Lawn, Lisa Isaacs, Robert Smith, and Thomas Ulrich—would live in Democratic-

leaning districts under a non-partisan map. Supra p.28. The 2011 map injures
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these Petitioners by instead placing them into a district where they cannot elect a

candidate of their choice.

Other Petitioners suffered other concrete harms, such as splitting of their

communities (e.g., Rentschler, Greiner, Comas, and Lancaster), being placed in a

packed district where their vote carries less weight (Febo San Miguel, Solomon,

Lichty, Mantell, and McNulty), or being placed in a district so uncompetitive that

no Democrat will run (Ulrich, Petrosky, and Greiner). Supra pp.35-37. And

Legislative Respondents’ retaliatory intent has had adverse effects on Democratic

voters statewide, as Democrats would have won at least several more seats

statewide absent the retaliation. Supra pp.25-27, 33.

Finally, these adverse effects would not have occurred but for the intent to

burden Petitioners and other Democratic voters based on their past voting histories.

For example, but for the packing and cracking, Petitioners Lawn, Isaacs, Smith,

and Ulrich would have been in Democratic-leaning districts and other Petitioners

would not have experienced the other harms just described. Supra p.28.

The Commonwealth Court suggested, without explanation, that a retaliation

test is not “judicially manageable.” COL ¶31. But courts throughout the country

have applied retaliation frameworks, in speech and other contexts, for decades.

E.g., Uniontown Newspapers, 839 A.2d at 192-93, 198-99; Shapiro, 203 F. Supp.

3d at 597.
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The Commonwealth Court alternatively suggested that a retaliation claim

failed under the second and third elements of Uniontown Newspapers, requiring

that “the defendant’s action … would likely chill a person of ordinary firmness

from continuing to engage in that activity” and “was motivated at least in part as a

response to the exercise of the plaintiff’s constitutional right.” Id. at 198; see COL

¶32-36.

This was error. The essential elements for any constitutional retaliation

claim are intent, injury, and causation. See Hartman v. Moore, 547 U.S. 250, 259-

60 (2006); Shapiro, 203 F. Supp. 3d at 597. Uniontown Newspaper focused on

chilling because it was the only injury alleged for purposes of the retaliation claim,

not because it is the only cognizable injury. 839 A.2d at 192-93, 198-99.

“Chilling is required to be alleged only in cases where a plaintiff states no harm

independent of the chilling of speech.” Puckett v. City of Glen Cove, 631 F. Supp.

2d 226, 239 (E.D.N.Y. 2009). “[W]here the retaliation is alleged to have caused an

injury separate from any chilling effect, such as a job loss or demotion, an

allegation as to a chilling effect is not necessary.” Id. “Chilled speech is not

the sine qua non” of a retaliation claim. Dorsett v. Cty. of Nassau, 732 F.3d 157,

160 (2d Cir. 2013).

Here, as described above, Petitioners have suffered multiple concrete harms

independent of any chilling. That suffices. Shapiro, 203 F. Supp. 3d at 596-98.
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Regardless, Petitioners were also chilled. The Commonwealth Court reasoned that

Petitioners still vote, COL ¶34, but the question is not whether the plaintiffs have

refrained from speaking, but whether the retaliation “objective[ly]” could deter “a

person of ordinary firmness” from speaking. Bennett v. Hendrix, 423 F.3d 1247,

1250-54 (11th Cir. 2005). The 2011 map’s creation of uncompetitive districts

clearly would deter many “ordinary” persons from voting. E.g., FOF ¶¶191, 197,

233; Tr.124:3-125:16, 140:8-18, 145:13-146:2, PX165 at 14:7-25, 34:22-35:25;

PX177 at 49:14-50:4.

The Commonwealth Court equally erred in suggesting that the General

Assembly lacked retaliatory motive. COL ¶¶35-37. The court’s reasoning—that

“it is difficult to assign a singular and dastardly motive to” the General Assembly,

COL ¶36—is entirely inconsistent with the overwhelming evidence and with the

court’s finding that “Petitioners have established intentional discrimination,” COL

¶51. Indeed, partisanship was the predominant consideration. Supra p.23.

While the Commonwealth Court suggested that the General Assembly did

not “pass[] the 2011 Plan ... as a response to actual votes cast by Democrats in

prior elections,” COL ¶37, the shapefiles produced by Speaker Turzai conclusively

establish that the mapmakers considered the “actual votes cast by Democrats in
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prior elections.” Supra pp.7-8. There can be no serious dispute that the 2011 map

was drawn to disadvantage Democratic voters based on their past voting.7

II. The 2011 Map Violates the Pennsylvania Constitution’s Equal
Protection Guarantees and Free And Equal Clause

Pennsylvania’s Constitution guarantees both equal protection of law and free

and equal elections. The equal protection guarantees provide that “[a]ll men are

born equally free and independent,” Pa. Const. Art. I, § 1, and that “[n]either the

Commonwealth nor any political subdivision thereof shall deny to any person the

enjoyment of any civil right, nor discriminate against any person in the exercise of

any civil right,” id. § 26. The Free and Equal Clause declares: “Elections shall be

free and equal; and no power, civil or military, shall at any time interfere to prevent

the free exercise of the right of suffrage.” Pa. Const. Art. I, § 5.

7 The Commonwealth Court admitted Dr. Chen’s testimony about these smoking-
gun files, which were produced in the federal litigation. But the court precluded
Petitioners from obtaining any of their own discovery from Legislative
Respondents, and the consequence of the court’s November 22 legislative privilege
holding is to protect legislators from all discovery in state court no matter what.
That holding was erroneous. The Speech and Debate Clause cannot operate to
“insulate the legislature from this court’s authority to require the legislative branch
to act in accord with the Constitution.” Pa. State Ass’n of Cty. Comm’rs v.
Commonwealth, 681 A.3d 699, 703 (1996). Worse, the court held that the
privilege extends to the legislature’s communications with unrelated third parties,
and even communications between third parties. 11/22/17 Order at 6, 11-12. For
reasons fully explained in Petitioners’ November 20 brief to the Commonwealth
Court, this Court should vacate the privilege ruling. The Commonwealth Court
also erred in refusing to admit certain materials produced in the federal case, such
as the draft maps. E.g., Tr.97-98, 1037-1083. If litigants obtain documents
without any state-court compulsion, legislative privilege no longer applies.
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These provisions mean that the General Assembly is not “free to construct

political gerrymanders with impunity.” Erfer, 794 A.2d at 334. A congressional

districting map violates equal protection if the map reflects “intentional

discrimination against an identifiable political group” and “there was an actual

discriminatory effect on that group.” Id. at 332; see also Whitford v. Gill, 218 F.

Supp. 3d 837, 884 (W.D. Wis. 2016) (finding equal protection violation).

The 2011 map fails this test.

A. The Map Intentionally Discriminates Against Democratic Voters

Where, as here, one political party had unified control over a redistricting,

“it should not be very difficult to prove that the likely political consequences of the

reapportionment were intended.” Erfer, 794 A.2d at 332 (quotations omitted). As

the Commonwealth Court recognized, the evidence “established intentional

discrimination.” COL ¶51. The evidence of intentional discrimination against

Democratic voters is overwhelming.

B. Democratic Voters Are an Identifiable Political Group

Unrebutted evidence established that there is an “identifiable political class

of citizens who vote for Democratic congressional candidates.” Erfer, 794 A.2d at

333. Dr. Warshaw gave his expert opinion that “[m]embers of the mass public are

extremely sorted by party” and “Congressional elections are extremely

predictable.” Tr.998:3-6. Dr. Chen analyzed Pennsylvania elections results over
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the last 10 years and found an extremely high correlation—between 0.90 to 0.95—

in the level of support for Democratic candidates across elections. Tr.310:10-

311:12. It is “very easy” to identify the number of Democratic voters in particular

geographic units, all the way down to the precinct level. Tr.315:6-14, 317:1-15.

Dr. Chen’s analysis merely provides statistical proof for what is common

sense. The reason partisan mapmakers are able to gerrymander districts so

effectively is because they are able to use past voting history to identify a class of

voters likely to vote for Democratic (or Republican) candidates for Congress. PX1

at 12. Neither of Legislative Respondents’ experts even disputed that Democratic

voters are an identifiable political class. Beyond that, shapefiles produced in the

federal case show that the General Assembly in fact did identify likely Democratic

voters in creating the 2011 map. Supra pp.7-8.

Although the Commonwealth Court recommended a contrary conclusion,

COL ¶53, it provided no explanation and failed to address any of Petitioners’

evidence on the point.

C. The 2011 Map Has an Actual Discriminatory Effect

An intentional partisan gerrymander has an “actual discriminatory effect”

when the gerrymander “works disproportionate results at the polls; this can be

accomplished via actual election results or by projected outcomes of future
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elections,” and there is “evidence indicating a strong indicia of lack of political

power and the denial of fair representation.” Erfer, 794 A.2d at 333.

1. The Map Materially Disadvantages Democratic Voters in
Electing Candidates and Denies Them Political Power

The evidence at trial conclusively established that the intentional

gerrymandering of the 2011 map has had an “actual discriminatory effect.” Erfer,

794 A.2d at 332. Republicans have won 13 of 18 seats—the same 13 seats—in

each of the three congressional elections under the 2011 map. Republicans won

those same 13 seats irrespective of swings in the vote—and even when Democrats

won a majority of votes statewide. In the 2012 congressional elections, Democrats

would have needed to win more than 57% of the statewide vote just to win 7 of 18

seats. Supra pp.21-22.

Petitioners produced extensive further evidence of adverse effects resulting

from the dilution of Democratic voters’ votes. Dr. Chen found that Republicans

have won as many as five more seats than they would under a non-partisan map.

Supra pp.25-27. Dr. Warshaw’s Efficiency Gap analysis directly measures effects

by quantifying the extent to which the 2011 map wastes Democratic votes,

“impeding [Democratic voters’] ability to translate their votes into legislative

seats.” Whitford, 218 F. Supp. 3d at 910. The Efficiency Gaps under the 2011

map are extreme outliers, unprecedented in Pennsylvania’s history and among the

highest in the nation, ever. Supra pp.32-33. These Efficiency Gaps translate into
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as many as four extra seats for the Republicans. And, Dr. Warshaw found, the pro-

Republican bias is unlikely to be remedied through the normal electoral process.

Supra p.34. The 2011 map thus creates disproportionate election results, a lack of

political power, and denial of fair representation for Democratic voters. This is not

a close case; the “actual discriminatory effect” is clear as day. Erfer, 794 A.2d at

333.

2. Petitioners Need Not Show That Democratic Voters Have
Been Essentially Shut Out of the Political Process

The Court should hold that a showing of intentional discrimination

combined with an actual discriminatory effect—meaning that a congressional seat

flips because of the intentional discrimination—suffices to show a violation of

Pennsylvania’s equal protection guarantee. That is what the plain language of

Pennsylvania’s Constitution says. A Democratic voter whose district goes

Republican because of intentional discrimination has been “discriminate[d] against

… in the exercise of [a] civil right,” namely voting, Pa. Const. Art. I, § 26, and has

been deprived of “equal” “[e]lections,” Pa. Const. Art. I, § 5. That standard—

intentional discrimination plus changing the outcome of an actual congressional

election—is easily judicially manageable, and this Court should adopt it.

Moreover, although durability is not a component of an equal protection

violation—such a requirement would risk locking in discriminatory maps for

multiple cycles—Petitioners have established durability in spades. The 13-5
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Republican advantage has persisted through three election cycles regardless of

actual vote totals, and Dr. Warshaw testified based on his statistical analyses of the

durability of the Efficiency Gap that it would do so in the future. Supra p.34.

The Court should clarify or overturn Erfer’s requirement of additional proof

that the targeted group has “essentially been shut out of the political process.” 794

A.2d at 333. This Court is “not constrained to closely and blindly re-affirm

constitutional interpretations of prior decisions which have proven unworkable or

badly reasoned.” Holt, 38 A.3d at 759 n.38. Rather, where a prior decision

“obscured the manifest intent of a constitutional provision,” “engagement and

adjustment of precedent as a prudential matter is fairly implicated and salutary.”

Robinson Twp., Washington Cty. v. Commonwealth, 83 A.3d 901, 946 (Pa. 2013).

Erfer’s “essentially shut out” standard has proven unworkable. Erfer did not

identify what evidence might satisfy that vague standard, holding only that the

Erfer petitioners “ha[d] not alleged ... that a winning Republican congressional

candidate” would “entirely ignore the[ir] interests” and that “at least five of the

districts” were “safe seats” for Democrats. 794 A.2d at 334. While Erfer held that

these facts “undermine[ed] Petitioners’ claim that Democrats ha[d] been entirely

shut out of the political process,” id., Erfer said nothing about what facts might be

sufficient, a lack of guidance that itself renders the standard unworkable.
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Erfer’s “essentially shut out” standard was also badly reasoned. Erfer

purported to draw this requirement from Davis v. Bandemer, but the Bandemer

plurality never imposed such a requirement. 478 U.S. 109, 127-43 (1986). Rather,

the Bandemer plurality held that the effects test would be met when “the electoral

system is arranged in a manner that will consistently degrade a voter’s or group of

voter’s influence on the political process as a whole.” Id. at 132; see also id. at

133 (“[S]uch a finding of unconstitutionality must be supported by evidence of

continued frustration of the will of a majority of the voters or effective denial to a

minority of voters of a fair chance to influence the political process.”).

By imposing an “essentially shut out” requirement, Erfer opened the door

for partisan mapmakers in the General Assembly to devise extreme gerrymanders

and defend them on the ground that the minority party would still have some “safe

… seats” in the U.S. House. COL ¶56(b). But Erfer had it exactly backward. The

point of partisan gerrymandering is to pack the minority party’s voters into a few

“safe” districts. That is a vice, not a virtue. If the “effects” element of an equal

protection claim cannot be met so long as the minority party holds “safe seats,”

then it may never be met. Where would Erfer’s rationale end? Would a partisan

gerrymandering claim fail if a map entrenched a 17-1 Republican majority, simply

because Democrats held one seat? That cannot be right.
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Nor should the Court require representatives to “entirely ignore the

interests” of the minority party’s voters to establish an equal protection violation.

Again, that is not how equal protection works in any other context. A law that

required minority students to sit in the back of a classroom would not pass

constitutional muster simply because the teachers did not “entirely ignore” the

students when they tried to shout over their classmates in the front. Rather, here as

in every other equal protection context, it should suffice that the gerrymander

deliberately discriminates against the minority party’s voters, artificially

preventing them from electing candidates of their choice and reducing their chance

to translate their preferences into results in Washington. Erfer’s contrary holding

“cannot bear scrutiny.” William Penn, 170 A.3d at 456.

3. Democratic Voters Have Been Essentially Shut Out of the
Political Process

In any event, Petitioners and other Democratic voters “ha[ve] essentially

been shut out of the political process” as a result of the intentional gerrymander.

Erfer, 794 A.2d at 333. Overwhelming evidence demonstrates that, in today’s

Congress, a Democratic voter who is artificially deprived of the ability to elect a

Democratic representative is effectively shut out of the political process, and their

Republican representative will entirely ignore their interests. Dr. Warshaw gave

unrebutted testimony on this point. Supra pp.37-40. Due to the unprecedented

polarization in Congress, Representatives no longer represent the views and
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interests of constituents of the opposite party, but rather vote overwhelmingly if

not exclusively along national party lines. Id.

This is true regardless of the margin of victory. In districts where elections

are lopsided and competitive alike, it is winner take all. Id. There is no overlap at

all in the ideological position of any Democratic and Republican representative—

the most moderate Republican representative is still far more conservative than the

most moderate Democrat, and vice versa. Id. This was not true when Erfer was

decided in 2002. Then, there was still some ideological overlap among

Republicans and Democrats in Congress. PX44.

The national trend is no less true in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania’s

congressional delegation is sharply divided along party lines, without any overlap.

Supra pp.38-39. Pennsylvania’s Republican representatives vote with the national

Republican party 93% of the time. PX35 at 20-21. Nor do Pennsylvania’s

Democratic and Republican representatives vote together on issues facing the

Commonwealth; today, Pennsylvania’s delegation votes together less than 10% of

the time. Id.

In short, the evidence absent in Erfer is present here. Petitioners are not

“adequately represented by the winning candidate” in districts where Republicans

win due to partisan gerrymandering, and they do not have “as much opportunity to

influence that candidate as other voters in the district.” Erfer, 794 A.2d at 333
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(quotations omitted). This is not a matter of “Petitioners’ feelings,” COL ¶56(a);

Petitioners presented empirical proof through an expert political scientist.

The Commonwealth Court further suggested that Petitioners can still protest,

campaign, donate, and “vote for their candidate of choice in every congressional

election.” COL ¶56(c), (d). That is incorrect; the gerrymander has resulted in

several uncontested elections. Supra pp.35-36. More important, this reasoning

conflicts with the very animating premise of our system of government. In a

representative democracy, citizens affect policy—they have a voice—through their

elected representatives. Tr.948:10-13. That Petitioners can donate, campaign, or

vote for a doomed candidate is no answer. “[T]he right of suffrage can be denied

by a debasement or dilution of the weight of a citizen’s vote just as effectively as

by wholly prohibiting the free exercise of the franchise.” Reynolds, 377 U.S. at

555; see supra pp.49-50.

The Commonwealth Court finally proposed that the 2011 map comports

with equal protection because there will be a new map after 2020. COL ¶56(e).

This is wrong. The possibility that the legislature may itself change the law and

remedy the discrimination is not a defense under the Pennsylvania Constitution.

Otherwise, every discriminatory law would be constitutional.

Finally, the Court should make clear that the 2011 map violates

Pennsylvania’s equal protection guarantees irrespective of federal law. Although
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the Court previously has held that Pennsylvania equal protection law tracks federal

law, COL ¶45, the circumstances here warrant a departure from that holding.

Pennsylvanians should not have to wait for equal protection under Pennsylvania

law “while the U.S. Supreme Court struggles to articulate a standard” for partisan

gerrymandering under the Fourteenth Amendment. Pap’s II, 812 A.2d at 611.

III. The Remedy

Petitioners are entitled to declaratory and injunctive relief invalidating the

2011 map and prohibiting its use in the 2018 primary and general elections. The

Court should give Legislative Respondents and Executive Branch Respondents two

weeks to enact a map using non-partisan criteria. If they enact a map within the

two-week period, the map shall be presented to the Court for review, with the

assistance of a special master. Any changes ordered by the Court should be final.

If Legislative Respondents and Executive Branch Respondents do not enact

a map within the two-week period, the Court, with the assistance of a special

master, should adopt a map using non-partisan criteria. Depending on timing, the

Court may wish to direct a special master to begin work on developing a new map

simultaneously with Legislative Respondents’ and Executive Branch Respondents’

consideration of a new map.
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CONCLUSION

The Court should declare that the 2011 map violates Pennsylvania’s

Constitution, irrespective of federal law, and enjoin its use.
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